themselves. They remained, as ever, anonymous, and
contented themselves with sending down an official docu-
ment explaining their views. This shroud of mystery
which hangs over the censors really is an extraordinary
thing, I, personally, have never consciously seen a censor*
though I suppose they must go out sometimes and eat
meals in the dining room like other mortals.
I think the majority of the outside world looks upon
Helsinki as a kind of semi-fabulous place which is very
much in the news these days. I know that was the im-
pression I got when I talked to London on the telephone
the other day. I was with Virginia Cowles when she was
trying—and trying is the word—to telephone her story to
the Sunday Times. The man at the other end was evidently
having a lot of trouble with her American accent, so I took
over for her half-way through. At the end of it all I told
him my name, and he said he'd just heard a talk of mine
in the one o'clock news; then he added: * D'you really
mean to say that you're talking now from Helsinki 2* I
said certainly I was. And then with a note of utter
incredulity in his voice he added:f But is it all right there?
I mean, it seems hardly possible that Fin talking to some-
one in—Helsinki! * And, talking about telephone-calls, it
really is amazing to listen to Walter Kerr of the HeraU
Tribune putting over his stories direct to New York. Hell
be sitting back in an armchair in the crowded Press room
talking right across the Atlantic in a perfectly normal
voice just as if he were talking to someone's room in the
hotel.
The different nationalities among the foreign corres-
pondents keep pretty well to type. The British grumble.
The French go all out for human interest stories; they
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